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Abstract
Probably the most common method for visualizing univariate data maps is through pseudocoloring and one of the most
commonly cited requirements of a good colormap is that it be perceptually uniform. This means that differences between
adjacent colors in the sequence be equally distinct. The practical value of uniformity is for features in the data to be equally
distinctive no matter where they lie in the colormap, but there are reasons for thinking that uniformity in terms of feature
detection may not be achieved by current methods which are based on the use of uniform color spaces. In this paper we provide
a new method for directly evaluating colormaps in terms of their capacity for feature resolution. We apply the method in a
study using Amazon Mechanical Turk to evaluate seven colormaps. Among other findings the results show that two new double
ended sequences have the highest discriminative power and good uniformity. Ways in which the technique can be applied
include the design of colormaps for uniformity, and a method for evaluating colormaps through feature discrimination curves
for differently sized features.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems—
Human Factors H.5.2 [Information Systems]: User Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology H.m [User/Machine Systems]:
Miscellaneous—Colormapping

1. Introduction

Pseudocoloring (or color-mapping) is a technique widely used in
the sciences to reveal patterns in scalar fields [SMS07, SSM11,
ZH16]. Two common principles suggested for effective colormaps
are that they should be perceptually uniform [Tru81,PZJ82a,Taj83,
Lev96,Mor09,RO86,RKPC99,ZM06,Gre08] and that they should
have good overall discriminative power [PZJ82a, Taj83, Mor09,
Rhe99,Tru81]. Other principles are that they should be perceptually
ordered [Bre04, SB79, PZJ82a, Rhe00, War88] and they should be
have no sharp bends in a color space [BRT95,Mor09,SB79]. In the
present work we are only concerned with uniformity of colormaps
for feature discrimination and their overall discriminative power.

The method that is commonly employed to achieve uniformity is
to use one of the many uniform colorspaces that have been devel-
oped over the years to support the color industry [RO86, Pha90,
ZM06, WVVWVDL08, Che12, MBS∗14]. Examples are CIElab
and CIEluv. Another method is simply for the designer to adjust
the colors so that the rate of change of colors appears perceptually
uniform in the sense that the distance between adjacent pairs of
colors in the sequence seems constant [PZJ82b, Gre08, RO86].

The uniformity of a colormap is defined based on the perceived
differences between color pairs corresponding to the distance of
the underlying scalar values they represent [LH92]. A uniform col-
ormap defined in this way should have equally distinct differences
through the entire sequence of colors. However, the purpose of
colormaps is to resolve features in data and there are a number
of reasons for thinking that uniformity as defined above may not
equate to uniformity in the perception of data features. The uniform
color spaces used to achieve uniform colormaps are based on mea-
surements of the just noticeable differences between two adjacent
quite large patches of color (1-3 deg fields) [WS82]. Uniform color
spaces were created with the paint industry in mind and for rela-
tively large patches of color and so they are unlikely to be effective
for small features [ZW97]. It is known that we are relatively less
sensitive to chromatic differences (as opposed to luminance differ-
ences) for smaller features, unlike the large features on which uni-
form color spaces are based [Mul85]. Consequently it has been sug-
gested that sequences which embody larger chromatic differences
are appropriate for low spatial frequency patterns [RKPC99].

The contribution of this paper is a methodology for evaluating
colormaps in terms of their ability specifically to support feature
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Figure 1: The same test pattern is shown using six different color sequences. By visually tracing the top boundary of the diagonally striped
pattern, it is possible to judge the perceptual uniformity of the sequence for feature discrimination.The seventh pattern, GL, is not shown
here to save space. Both colormaps have the same local but different global discriminative powers.

resolution. It incorporates a standard way of measuring the sensitiv-
ity of the human visual system to features, namely sinusoidal grat-
ing patterns. Here we provide results from seven sequences evalu-
ated using an Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) study.

1.1. Test Pattern

Our test pattern is based on a simple linear ramp from left to right,
starting at 0.1 and ending at 0.9. Superimposed on this ramp is a
diagonal sinusoidal pattern which has a decreasing amplitude from
bottom to top. The amplitude of the sinusoidal signal increases ac-
cording to a power law from top to bottom:

a = c/2∗2(1+(d−y)/p) (1)

where c is the starting amplitude, d is the distance from the top, y
is the position at which the pattern starts (from the top), and p is
the amplitude doubling interval. The combined patterns have a 0-1
range at the lower edge.

In all of the examples shown here, c = 0.001, s = 40 pixels,
p = 80 pixels. This results in feature amplitude that is 128 times

larger at the bottom edge. Since the sine pattern varies between
±1, this results in a maximum peak-to-peak difference of 0.256.
The pattern wavelength in the examples is 15 pixels. Note that the
feature amplitude here is defined as a proportion of the data range
displayed using a colormap.

Figure 1 shows the test pattern pseudocolored by six of the fol-
lowing seven sequences. Colormaps were chosen because of com-
mon use, theoretical interest or performance.

RA Rainbow. This particular rainbow is the one found in Para-
View [AGL05]. Rainbow sequences are frequently criticized be-
cause they are not perceptually ordered [BI07].

CW Cool-warm. A widely used divergent sequence [Mor09].
ECW An extended cool-warm developed by artist F. Samsel and

the Data Science at Scale team at Los Alamos National Labora-
tory [STB∗].

BOD Blue-Orange. Another extended cool-warm that goes into
the oranges, also developed by F. Samsel [STB∗].

VI Viridis. A color sequence thought to have good uniformity and
designed to be more colorblind-safe [vS15].

G2 A perceptually uniform grey scale using CIElab L∗.
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GL A linear (gamma corrected) grey.

When the patterns are viewed on a screen they should each sub-
tend 600 pixels. The spatial frequency of the sinusoid will depend
on the pixel size and the viewing distance. For example, if these pat-
terns are viewed on a 45 pixel/cm screen from a distance of 56 cm,
the spatial frequency will be 3 cycles per degree of visual angle.
Because the printing process inevitably distorts the colors that are
seen, images should be viewed on a monitor. Ideally, to guarantee
correct viewing, the versions provided in the supplementary mate-
rial should be viewed on a PC or other display with a gamma of
2.2.

By simple inspection of the upper boundary where the pattern
becomes invisible it is possible to immediately see that these pat-
terns differ greatly in terms of resolving power. In particular, the
ParaView rainbow is extremely non-uniform, with a very low re-
solving power in the central green region and a high resolving
power at the ends.

2. Experiment to Compare Color Sequences

Figure 2: One of a set of five test patterns rendered with the BOD
colormap. The participant task was to click on the highest feature
visible in each of the six patterned columns. The scale is provided
here to show how feature amplitude doubles every 80 pixels. It was
not shown to the participants.

2.1. Stimulus Patterns

In order to use the pattern in an empirical evaluation, we created a
modified version, shown in Figure 2 for the Blue-Orange sequence.
Sets of patterns such as this were used to compare seven color se-
quences in an experiment using Amazon Mechanical Turk. In each
test pattern six discrete vertical stripes of the sine pattern were gen-
erated by modulating the sine pattern with a set of horizontally ori-
ented Gaussian windows. Each of the stripes is horizontally sepa-
rated by 100 pixels. A set of five such patterns was generated with
starting offsets of 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 pixels. This resulted in a set
providing 30 equally spaced sampling columns across the 600 pixel
pattern supporting discrete selections which are easy to interpret.

2.2. Task

On each trial the participants’ task was to click on each of the six
points where the vertical pattern became invisible. Each participant
saw the entire set of five patterns or 30 columns in this way.

2.3. Participants

The experiment gathered 147 Mturk participants. Doing studies on-
line carries the risk of possible contamination by individuals who
have some type of color vision deficiency (CVD). In order to min-
imize these effects, a version of the Farnsworth D-15 color cap ar-
rangement test [CJJ93] was coded in a Qualtrics study. This study
is launched at intervals to develop an ongoing list of colorblind
Mturkers. Any Mturker self-identifying with any type of CVD from
the Farnsworth D-15 studies is excluded from color-based stud-
ies, including this one. As of this writing, this list has 343 Mturk-
ers. Additionally, as part of the study, people were asked to state
their CVD status and any potential participant who self-identified
as CVD was prevented from continuing with this study. An analy-
sis of gender distribution shows 58% of our participants are male.
CVD rates are approximately 9% and 0.5% for males and females,
respectively. Given the gender distribution and CVD rates, we es-
timate potentially eight CVD individuals in a sample size of 147
people. However, this should be considered an upper limit given
the use of the exclusion list of CVD Mturkers, the self-exclusion
request within the study and the data-scrubbing which may have
caught people unaware of their CVD status who were unable to
properly see the columns of features. We therefore do not consider
CVD contamination to impact the results of this study.

2.4. Procedure

The experiment was coded using the Heat Map question type
within the Qualtrics survey software. A Qualtrics device check was
used to prohibit the use of mobile devices.

Participants were given an explanation of the task and shown
a before/after example demonstrating how they needed to click at
the top on each of the six vertical columns of features. They were
then given a training question that was used to validate their under-
standing of the task. The example/training image used a desaturated
rainbow not seen within the actual study. Any participant whose
click pattern indicated that they did not understand the task was re-
jected. Additionally, during data analysis, any participant who did
not click once along each of the six columns or who consistently
clicked only along the top or along the bottom was rejected. These
requirements resulted in 121 valid participants with between 27 and
32 participants for each colormap. Each participant saw two of the
possible seven sequences but a participant was prevented from see-
ing two very similar sequences. For example, a participant who saw
the standard cool/warm would not also see the extended cool/warm.
The five stimuli images for each sequence were shown in a random
order and the two colorscales were seen sequentially in a random-
ized order.

2.5. Results

The feature discrimination curves for the seven test colormaps are
shown in Figure 3. The upper part of Figure 3 shows results for
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Figure 3: Results Summary. Above: feature discrimination curves
for the double ended and rainbow sequences. Below: feature dis-
crimination curves for the Luminance increasing sequences. Note
that the y axis is logarithmically spaced and inverted; a low thresh-
old indicates greater feature resolving power. Vertical bars repre-
sent one standard error.

the Rainbow sequence as well as the three divergent colormaps.
The lower graph shows results for the three luminance increasing
colormaps. These plots use an inverted logarithmically based scale
since a smaller threshold indicates greater resolving power. Assum-
ing that participants used typical PCs or laptops, a spatial frequency
of 3 cycles per degree is a reasonable estimate for the spatial fre-
quency of the stimulus patterns.

To provide a metric for overall resolving power Rλ for a par-
ticular spatial frequency λ, we propose a weighted average of the
inverse of the feature discrimination threshold:

Rλ =
n

∑
i=1

pi

/
n

∑
i=1

pitiλ (2)

where n is the number of threshold sample points, pi is the width
of sample i of the sequence, and tiλ is the threshold amplitude for
that interval. This simplifies to a simple average if the samples are
equal as is the case here. The results are summarized in Figure 4.

3. Discussion

Overall the results reveal clear differences between different col-
ormaps with quite small inter-subject variability, suggesting that
this method is indeed an effective and easily applied test of the fea-
ture resolving power of colormaps.

The divergent BOD and ECW colormaps provide the best re-
solving power over most of their extents. These curves also provide

Figure 4: Average feature resolving power for each of the seven
tested color sequences.

good uniformity. In contrast the Rainbow colormap is very weak in
the central portion and highly non-uniform. The Cool Warm (CW)
colormap is also non-uniform, but it varies more smoothly. Com-
paring the three curves that increase monotonically in Luminance,
Viridis is the most perceptually uniform of all of the colormaps,
showing only a slight fall off at the dark end. However, the per-
ceptual grey colormap has better resolving power overall, probably
because it has maximal luminance variation. As expected, the phys-
ically linear sequence has greater resolving power at the dark end
but increasingly less as it approaches white.

There are a number of ways in which this new method can be
applied. By changing the spatial frequency of the sinusoidal pat-
tern we can investigate the ability of different colormaps to convey
information about data features of different sizes. But in order to
adequately test lower spatial frequencies, larger test patterns will
be required. Additionally, the basic data pattern (underlying all the
examples in Figure 1) could be incorporated into an interactive de-
sign tool such as the one described in Guitard and Ware [GW90].
This would make it easier to design sequences with uniform re-
solving power. For this purpose, a set of data patterns with three
different spatial frequencies is provided as supplementary material.

There are obvious tradeoffs in using AMT for a study such as
this. Disadvantages are uncertainties regarding the exact viewing
parameters. Advantages are a large and diverse subject population
and ecological validity arising from the variation of viewing moni-
tors and other viewing parameters. This is valuable because it mim-
ics the diversity found in the world of scientific visualization.

In future work we plan to compare the results from this test
with predictions based on color theory. In particular, we predict that
chromatic variation in a colormap will be relatively less important
for feature resolution with high spatial frequency patterns and more
important with low spatial frequency patterns. We also plan to use
the method to evaluate many of the other interesting colormaps in
common use.
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